Industrial Automation is on the Move

Organizations are rapidly transitioning automation from the factory floor to the field

80+% Robotic and sensor companies with smart solutions on their 2yr roadmap

Smart Inspection
Smart Perception
Smart Collection
Smart Monitoring

Why Companies are Investing in Smart Solutions

• Meet Industry Demand for Automation
• Deliver Continuous Product Innovation
• Enable Industrial Transformation

Challenges Companies Face Implementing Smart Solutions

• Smart Solutions are Complex
• Hard to Find Technical Expertise
• Overloaded Development Teams
• Short Timelines and Tight Budgets

Learn more at www.numurus.com
A software toolkit for AI and automation applications lets engineering teams focus on the end-customer solution, not low-level software development.

Let NEPI Simplify Your Journey

NEPI® Engine Software

A software toolkit for AI and automation applications lets engineering teams focus on the end-customer solution, not low-level software development.

Learn more at www.numurus.com